Assessment of *Arundo donax* Fibers for Oil Spill Recovery Applications
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Abstract: In the last years, natural fibers are increasingly investigated as an oil recovery system in order to overcome the oil spillage phenomena, thus preserving environment and aquatic life. In particular, lignocellulose-based fibers have recently been employed with promising results. In such a context, the aim of this paper is to assess the oil sorption capability of natural fibers extracted from the stem of the giant reed *Arundo donax* L., a perennial rhizomatous grass belonging to the Poaceae family that grows naturally all around the world thanks to its ability to tolerate different climatic conditions. Sorption tests in several pollutants and water as a reference were carried out. The fibers have absorption capacities that are about five to six times their weight. Depending on the high absorption kinetics, possible applicative interests can be identified. Eventually, depending on the fiber size, adsorption properties were related to the microstructure and morphology of *Arundo donax* fibers.
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1. Introduction

Oil represents one of the most important raw material sources for the production of synthetic polymers and chemicals worldwide. Consequently, there is a high risk of oil spills whenever oil is explored, transported, and stored or its derivatives are used, thus leading to significant environmental impact [1] and consequently causing an adverse impact on economic, social, and ecological systems. Due to this, several efforts aimed at oil spill recovery were done in the last years to identify the optimal cleaning-up technologies by means of physical, chemical, and biological methods [2]. Among these techniques, the physical approach through the application of sorbent materials is considered one of the most efficient and high-performing methods [3]. In this context, the main challenge is to find cheap, eco-friendly, reusable, and recyclable materials that possess a high adsorbent capacity in order to simplify disposal procedures at the end of its life and optimize the costs to benefits ratio. It is worth noting that, up to now, synthetic polymers, mineral materials, and natural biomass-based oil sorbents have been considered as oil sorbent materials. Despite synthetic polymers, such as polypropylene [4], polyurethane [5] and methacrylate [6] are considered ideal materials for oil spillage clean-up due to their low density, good hydrophobicity, optimal physical and chemical resistance, and great efficiency in the oil removal from oil–water mixtures. They are made from non-biodegradable and expensive oil by-products. Mineral materials, such as vermiculite, exfoliated graphite, and fly ash, can be also used even if most of them are characterized by poor buoyancy and low oil sorption capacity [7]. In order to find new eco-friendly materials that are useful for this application, more attention has been focused in the last decades on biomass-based oil sorbents, such as lignocellulosic fibers or particles.

In particular, the use as sorbent materials for a crude oil of mixed leave residues, mixed sawdust, sisal and coir fibers, sponge-gourd, and silk-floss was evaluated by Annunciado et al. [8], who showed that silk-floss evidenced the best oil sorption capacity. Adhithya et al. [9] evidenced the great...
efficiency of bamboo fibers for the removal of both vegetable and synthetic oils from oil–water mixtures. Yang et al. [7] focused their attention on the use of platanus fruit fibers for the preparation of efficient oil sorbents. In particular, they evaluated the effect of chemical modification with acetic anhydride of the above fruit fibers, showing that this treatment greatly enhances their sorption capacity for various oils and organic solvents.

Liu et al. [10] covered with polyethylene wax and alkyl ketene dimer a pulverized wastepaper with the aim of increasing its hydrophobicity. The experimental campaign evidenced that a dramatic increase of the adsorbing capacity of the raw material can be obtained even if the modified materials cannot be considered renewable and biodegradable. Key attributes for good absorbent materials are represented by the combination and optimization properties, such as the pollutant absorption capacity, high selectivity to water or reusability, and preservation of economic and environmental characteristics (e.g., costs, green sustainability, and easy recyclability).

A cost effective, ultralight, elastic, and highly recyclable material with enhanced absorption capability was manufactured by treating renewable cellulose fibers through a simple and eco-friendly microfibrillation method and freeze-drying steps [11]. In addition to the high adsorption capacity, the resulting material showed an excellent flexibility and elasticity, i.e., it can be reused for at least 30 adsorbing/squeezing cycles without any reduction of its oil sorption capability.

Moreover, biomass carbon aerogels with excellent oil sorption ability were produced from sisal leaves by means of alkalization, bleaching, freeze-drying, and carbonization processes [12] whereas porous carbon spheres with a high rate of adsorption kinetics (i.e., sorption saturation can be achieved within 1 to 2 min) were derived through a simple carbonization of the fruit of Liquidambar formosana [13]. Further investigations were focalized on the evaluation of the oil absorption capacity of raw barley straw [14], kapok fiber [15], and raw bagasse [16].

In such a context, the present paper aims to assess the oil sorption properties of lignocellulosic fibers extracted from the stem of the giant reed *Arundo donax* L., a perennial rhizomatous grass belonging to the Poaceae family that grows naturally all around the world thanks to its ability to tolerate different climatic conditions. A relevant requirement that strongly stimulate its application in this context is the intrinsic porous microstructure that potentially integrates well with this application. Likewise, the use of *Arundo donax* (AD) could represent a cost-effective and non-toxic solution to an oil spill issue, with beneficial effects for the environment.

This invasive and aggressive plant is able to grow 4 to 10 cm per day under optimal conditions (i.e., cultivation) [17] and its deep and permanent roots play a key role in the prevention of soil erosion in addition to performing their primary task of ensuring efficient water absorption [18].

With regards to its range of applications, *Arundo donax* stem is used for the production of musical woodwind instruments [19,20], fences, trellises, stakes for plants, windbreaks, sun shelters [21], as a fiber source for printing paper [22], and as a source of biomass for chemical feedstocks and for energy production. In particular, Papazoglou et al. [23] evaluated the growth of *Arundo donax* L. on soil irrigated with cadmium and nickel solutions to evaluate the impact of these heavy metals on its growth and photosynthesis. The experimental results showed that this plant can be cultivated in contaminated soils, thus providing biomass for energy production purposes. Moreover, Flores et al. [24] showed that this non-wood plant can also be used for the manufacturing of chipboard panels suitable for indoor use, since they reached the minimum structural parameters for that use (i.e., acceptable resistance compared to the wood panels available on the market). Fiore et al. [25] extracted fibers from the outer part of the stem, showing that *Arundo donax* fibers represent a valid alternative to other common natural fibers as reinforcement in polymer-based composites. After this preliminary work, the use of *Arundo donax* fibers in epoxy resin [26] and poly (lactic acid) [27] was assessed. Moreover, the beneficial effect of plasma treatment on the adhesion between fibers extracted from the leaves of *Arundo donax* L. plant and a bio-based epoxy matrix was demonstrated [28]. Concerning cementitious-based materials, the partial replacement of sand in concrete mixes using giant reed ash and air-dried giant reed fibers
was evaluated by Ismail and Jaeel [29]. The experimental results highlighted that noticeable increments of the compressive strength can be achieved through the above replacement.

The considerable industrial flexibility of this material suggests its potential use in contexts where the chemical and physical characteristics of the fibers are integrated to their mechanical properties. For this reason, although it is not yet investigated, their use as oil spillage systems represents a stimulating and innovative challenge in the panorama of the current literature. This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of its application in this context, evaluating its potential use for different classes of liquid pollutants.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of Arundo Donax Fibers

The natural fibers used for oil sorption characterization were acquired from the stem of the giant reed *Arundo donax* L. and were collected after flowering in a local plantation area of Palermo (Italy). After the fresh plant collection, stems with outer and inner average diameters equal to 25 and 17 mm were selected and accurately treated in order to separate the stem from the foliage. Afterwards, the stems were cut into small parts and according to ASABE S358.3 (2012), dried at 103 °C for 24 h in an oven to remove all the moisture content. Fibers with lengths in the range 100–160 mm were extracted from the stem by mechanical separation. In particular, the outer part of the culm was manually decorticated with the help of blades to obtain thin strips from which fibers were easily separated with the aid of a scalpel and a Leica optical microscope model MS5 (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Finally, the obtained long fibers of *Arundo donax* were chopped at different lengths in order to evaluate the effect of fiber size on the sorption capabilities for different oil pollutants. In particular, three batches were prepared at varying lengths of *Arundo donax* fiber in the range of 300–2500 µm, coding them AF-L, AF-M, and AF-S for large, medium, and small fiber sizes, respectively. Details are reported in Table 1. Fibers’ size morphology, and geometry were evaluated by environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM, Quanta 450, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Length [µm]</th>
<th>Diameter [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF-S</td>
<td>Small AD Fibers</td>
<td>300–1000</td>
<td>100–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF-M</td>
<td>Medium AD Fibers</td>
<td>1000–1500</td>
<td>300–500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF-L</td>
<td>Large AD Fibers</td>
<td>1500–2500</td>
<td>500–800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Sorption Capacity Experiment

In order to carry out absorption tests on AD fiber and avoid their dispersion in the pollutants, the fiber batches were placed inside a plastic bag. Sorption tests were performed by equilibrating AD fiber sample bags in 250 mL of different commercial oils open to air at room temperature and under slow stirring (200 rpm). In particular, four commercial oils were used for the sorption experiments: Kerosene, virgin naphtha, pump oil, and crude oil. For comparison, sorption of distilled water was also performed. Some characteristics of the selected oils are summarized in Table 2 (where ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity of the pollutants, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Virgin Naphtha</th>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Crude Oil</th>
<th>Pump Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µ (Pa s)</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.2710</td>
<td>0.1231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At an increasing immersion time in the pollutant liquid, the Arundo donax bags were accurately removed from the beaker. The impregnated samples were placed in a watch glass, open to air for 30 s in order to release the residual pollutant and subsequently weighed. Furthermore, sorption measurements on empty bags were performed as a reference and used to extrapolate the sorption properties of Arundo donax fibers. The mass adsorption capacity was calculated using the following equation:

$$Q_t = \frac{m_t - m_0}{m_0} \times 100,$$

where $Q_t$ is the sorption capacity (in percentage) of the fiber at sorption time $t$, and $m_0$ and $m_t$ are the initial weight (at instant $t = 0$ s) and the weight after sorption time $t$ of the AD sample (reduced by the bag contribute), respectively. The sorption measurements were performed until sample weight stabilization was reached. This value was identified as the sorption capacity at saturation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology of Arundo Donax Fibers

In Figure 1, the surface morphology of an Arundo donax fiber is shown. As other lignocellulosic fibers, the cross-section morphology of Arundo donax fibers is constituted by several fibrils (known also as fiber cells) along the fiber direction that are linked to each other by pectin and other non-cellulosic compounds [25,30], which act as a bonding matrix, thus forming a mechanically effective fiber bundle.

![Figure 1. SEM micrograph of cross section of Arundo fiber.](image_url)

A morphological structure with vascular bundles can be clearly identified. The fiber cells are constituted by a non-regular-sized polygonal shape with a central hole, named the lumen [25], that gives the bundle its lightweight morphology. In particular, by analyzing the micrograph reported in Figure 1, it is possible to detail the morphology of the fiber cells’ structure. Arundo donax fiber has large porous lumens with very wide and dispersed channels with a circular-type geometry along the preferential orientation of the fibrils. However, the channel size is not regular, with a wide dispersion in diameter. Furthermore, defects and heterogeneities can be evidenced on the structure. The high diameter size variation of fiber cells and lumens have a relevant effect on the physic-chemical and mechanical performances of the AD fibers [30]. Concerning the application of Arundo donax fibers as an oil spill remedy, a key point that needs to be addressed is therefore to assess the structure morphology and to relate it with the AD fiber performances to be able to effectively define the relationship between the
structure and sorption performances of the AD fibers used as sorbent particulate. In such a context, the morphological peculiarity of being lightweight and the high internal porosity observed in the AD fibers plays a crucial role in the adsorption performances of the sorbent at varying oil pollutant present as environmental contaminants.

*Arundo donax* fibers show a porous orthotropic morphology with lamellar structure that identifies a preferential orientation and several interconnected pores, as observed in Figure 1. Consequently, depending on the particulate size used as absorbent material, more or less regular morphological structures can be obtained. On this concern, samples belonging to three different sizes were analyzed. The AF-L (Figure 2a) has a mean length and width size higher than 1500 µm and 500 µm, respectively. The morphology is characterized by circular channels of the fiber cells, with fibers regularly oriented along the fiber length. Some cell interconnections can be identified among the fibrils, obtaining a porous beehive-like inter-communicating structure. AF-M samples (Figure 2b) are characterized by a mean length size is in the range of 1000 to 1500 µm. It is constituted by smaller *Arundo donax* particles than the AF-L one. The cellular structure of the fibers, although a decreased channel size and amount is observed, is still preserved. However, considering the reduced width (~300–500 µm) a limited fiber cells interconnection occurred. In Figure 2c, a micrography of the AF-S sample is reported. The particulate sorbent is characterized by a mean length and width size lower than 1000 and 300 µm, respectively. The original beehive structure, clearly observed in AF-L samples, is completely destroyed. The lightweight structure of *Arundo donax* fibers with large porous channels (subsequently to their low density) is drastically modified. Preferential oriented fibrils along the fiber length are still present, but the interconnected porous structure, due to the shredding step, was damaged, thus limiting its potential efficiency as a sorbate container.

3.2. Sorption Performances

The sorption capacity evolution, \( Q_t \) (%), indicated as the pollutant uptake, at varying sorption time for all AD sorbent fibers for different oil pollutants is shown in Figure 3.

All curves evidence a monotone trend with a progressive increase at increasing adsorption time until a constant weight at saturation is reached. In particular, three steps in the sorption evolution can be identified:

I. At first, at low sorption time (range 0–30 s), a rapid increase of the sorption capacity, due to a high sorption rate, can be highlighted.

II. Afterwards, at an intermediate sorption time, the pollutant uptake increases with a reduced sorption rate as confirmed by the low uptake versus time slope. This region occurs at different time ranges depending on the selected pollutant (rough range of about 30 to 60 s).

III. Finally, the pollutant uptake reaches a plateau, due to a stabilization of the sorption capacity, where an equilibrium condition occurs. In this stage, only a very limited increase in the sorption capacity takes place due to the reduced active sorbent sites available in the bulk and surface of the AD fibers for oil sorption and entrapment [31].

By analyzing AF-L samples, Figure 3a, high absorption performances at saturation were observed in the water and pump oil: 788% and 611%, respectively. Conversely, the lowest sorption capabilities were observed in the crude oil pollutant with a sorbate uptake at a saturation of 443%.

Progressively, at an increasing fiber size in the AD sorbent, the pollutant uptake appears to be apparently similar, although a slight deviation in trend can be found. For example, by analyzing the crude oil in the AF-L batch, the adsorption at saturation is the lowest than the other pollutants. Instead, kerosene and virgin nafta pollutant induced the lowest sorption capacity in AF-M and AF-S batches (in the range 460–470 for the AF-M batch and 425–435 for the AF-S batch.
Figure 2. SEM images of (a) large-, (b) medium-, and (c) small-shaped *Arundo donax* fibers.
This implies that the size of the fibers leads to an interaction modification of the material surface and bulk with each specific pollutant, thus affecting its adsorbent capacities. In order to better assess the effect of the sorbent fiber size on absorption performances, Figure 4 shows the uptake trend at increasing time for two reference liquids, at low and high viscosity: Pump oil and water, in Figure 4a,b, respectively. The pump oil pollutant does not show a significant modification in the uptake trend at increasing particle size. Although, a difference in uptake at saturation can be evidenced. In particular, for an increasing AD fiber size, the pump oil uptake at saturation increases by about 10%, from 567 to 610 for AF-S and AF-L, respectively (step 2 in Figure 4a). This discrepancy is also visible at a low sorption time, step 1 in Figure 4a, where the AF-L batch preserves a relevant higher pump oil uptake compared to the AF-S one.
Wahi et al. [32] in their study on sago bark fiber waste for the removal of oil from palm oil mill effluent (POME), a saturation step is reached when the adsorption–desorption process that occurs at saturated sorbent surfaces for oil entrapment. Compatible consideration can be argued for AD fibers. It is worth noting that in water, several phenomena compete in the sorption process.

Different considerations can be extrapolated analyzing the sorption trend in water for Arundo donax fibers. It is worth noting that in water, several phenomena compete in the sorption process. Conversely, using water, a further intermediate step takes place. This step extends over a quite wide range (range: ~50–250 s). This stage can be related to the coupled action of two competing mechanisms: (i) The film diffusion, where the diffusion of the liquid film from the sorbent surface toward the fiber bulk occurs, and (ii) the surface interactions of the sorbent liquid on the active sites that gradually decreases, increasing the uptake.

Step 1 is relatively fast considering the rapid superficial absorption of the water and its diffusion on the superficial pores of the AD fibers. Instead, the intermediate stage (step 2 in Figure 4b) is related to the diffusion of the adsorbate in the structural interconnected channels of the porous adsorbent fibers [33].

The first phase, related to the pollutant interaction with the adsorbent, is influenced by the hydrophilic nature of AD fibers and is strongly favored for a large surface area. In such a context,
the slope of the water uptake curve versus time is steeper as the smaller Arundo donax fiber size. Afterward, step 2, which is the intermediate stage, can be linked to the diffusion of adsorbate within the microporosity of the AD fiber structure. A catalytic contribution could be offered by the tortuosity of the fiber surface that acts as an active site for oil adsorption enhancing sorption efficiency [34]. As evidenced by the SEM images (Figure 2), these interconnections are evident in large-shaped fibers. In fact, AF-L samples are characterized by a well-structured morphology with ordered fibrils and circular-shaped channel longitudinal to the fibrils’ direction. The large interconnection among these channels exalt the water sorption in this stage. Instead, the AF-S samples highlighted a very fine structure, comparable to the micro-fibrils’ size. Therefore, a large amount of the porous fibrillar structure has been significantly damaged or destroyed.

These considerations indicate that the sorption mechanism is influenced by the fiber morphology and its porous microstructure if preserved, especially during the sorption of high viscose oils. Al-Din et al. [35] evidenced that the pores can make oil enter into the sorbent internal sections more easily, enhancing the sorption process and giving, in this way, a significant role to the sorption performance in oil spilling. Moreover, higher mean-sized samples (and consequently low density samples for the channels’ presence) increase and speed up the sorption capabilities of pollutants. Therefore, step 2 for small fibers (AF-S) is short and the water uptake saturation is rapidly reached, with a lower maximum adsorption level than the AF-L batch for which the liquid has spread inside the porous structure, thus increasing the adsorption efficiency per unit of weight.

These considerations are summarized in Figure 5. The AF-L batch is characterized, as reported in SEM images in Figure 2, by a bamboo-like structure characterized by interconnected porous channels. These porous channels have a key role in the high sorption capacity of the material. In fact, adsorbed oil may fill them, enhancing the pollutant uptake. In the AF-M sample, the number of interconnection channels is limited, therefore the pollutant sorption is an obstacle toward the inner porous channels due to sub-optima mass transport. Therefore, the adsorption is mainly performed externally on the fibers’ surface. This aspect is drastically exalted in the AF-S batch, where the interconnection channels are completely absent and only surface interaction with the pollutant oil can take place.

In order to better compare the sorption capabilities’ evolution at varying pollutant and sorbent size, Table 3 summarizes the equilibrium sorption capacity, $Se$, at equilibrium time, $te$, for all Arundo donax fiber batches at varying pollutants. It is worth noting that in water sorbate, all AD fibers are able to guarantee high sorption performances, with $Se$ values in the range of 788% to 684%, with the highest value for the AF-L batch. Furthermore, a very high equilibrium time, $te$, can be highlighted. This indicates a good interaction of Arundo donax fibers with water, thanks to a surface hydrophilic behavior. At the same time, as previously discussed, the intra-particellar diffusion of low viscosity liquid takes place at a long sorption time. That extends the sorption stabilization at longer times in low
viscosity sorbate liquids. Instead, with oil pollutants, the sorption capacity is lower than with water liquid coupled to a low equilibrium time, indicating that a fast sorption saturation condition is reached.

Table 3. Sorption capacity and time at equilibrium parameters for all liquids and all investigated AD fiber batches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Virgin Naphtha</th>
<th>Pump Oil</th>
<th>Crude Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF-L</td>
<td>$Se$ (%)</td>
<td>788.0 ± 39.4</td>
<td>485.1 ± 24.3</td>
<td>505.8 ± 25.3</td>
<td>610.9 ± 30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$te$ (s)</td>
<td>290.0 ± 17.3</td>
<td>33.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>20.0 ± 10</td>
<td>80.0 ± 17.3</td>
<td>46.7 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF-M</td>
<td>$Se$ (%)</td>
<td>734.3 ± 36.7</td>
<td>461.1 ± 23.1</td>
<td>469.7 ± 23.5</td>
<td>607.6 ± 30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$te$ (s)</td>
<td>280.0 ± 17.3</td>
<td>23.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>16.7 ± 5.8</td>
<td>53.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>53.3 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF-S</td>
<td>$Se$ (%)</td>
<td>684.7 ± 34.2</td>
<td>425.3 ± 21.3</td>
<td>437.9 ± 21.9</td>
<td>567.2 ± 28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$te$ (s)</td>
<td>270.0 ± 30.0</td>
<td>16.7 ± 5.8</td>
<td>13.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>43.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>56.7 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All samples showed an equilibrium time, $te$, in the range 13–80 s, significantly lower than water (270–290 s). In particular, all the investigated samples showed a good affinity with pump oil, revealing among the analyzed oils, the highest sorption capacity. In particular, the AF-L sample reached 610.9% of the saturation sorption capacity, approaching the result obtained in water even if in less than a third of time. Conversely, AF-S evidences the highest equilibrium sorption value, among the other samples, in crude oil (517.9%). This behavior could be related, probably to the high density and viscosity, 890 kg m$^{-3}$ and 0.27 Pa s, respectively [36], of the crude oil compared with the other pollutant oils. Due to the peculiar characteristics of the crude oil, its diffusion in interconnected channels is limited and the adsorption is, therefore, mainly ascribed to the superficial interaction of the fiber with the pollutant. Instead, in high viscosity oil, the pollutant sorption is favored on smaller sizes and fewer channel AD fibers (such as the AF-S batch) than those with more interconnected channels and a larger particulate size (such as the AF-M and AF-L batches).

Instead, for lighter and less viscous pollutants (i.e., kerosene and virgin naphtha oils), the liquid diffusion toward the interconnected channels is favored. Thus, it is confirmed by analyzing the performances of AF-L sample that shows a high equilibrium sorption capability in these liquids. The surface interaction of the fiber with the pollutant liquid have a relevant role on sorption performances. As indicated by Dong et al. [37], the wettability of the surface with the sorbate liquid determines specific sorption mechanisms. In particular, three conditions can be schemed: (i) A bad wettability and adhesiveness oil fiber can lead to an easy loss of oil drops from pores of fibrous filter with subsequent low sorption capabilities; (ii) for intermediate wettability and weak adhesiveness, oil droplets are attached to the fiber surface. Although, due to a sub-optimal adhesion, they can be easily detached, limiting the sorption capabilities; (iii) finally, if the fiber presents high wettability and excellent adhesion properties, oil droplets can be captured and adsorbed by the fiber. In these conditions, the higher sorption capabilities can be forecasted if the liquid–fiber surface interaction is the driving force in the sorption mechanism.

Further information can be acquired by evaluating the sorption performances of AD-sized fibers at varying pollutant viscosity. In this concern, a dimensionless parameter that relates the sorption performances with fiber size was defined (coded as ESS—effect of sorbent size) as in the following:

$$ESS_i[\%] = \frac{m_i - m_L}{m_L} \times 100, \quad (2)$$

where $m_L$ is the sorption capacity (%) of the AF-L AD fibers at a specific pollutant. $m_i$ is the sorption capacity (%) in the same pollutant of AF-M or AF-S batches, obtaining the ESSM and ESSS parameter, respectively. A negative ESS value indicates that the sorption capacity of the large-sized AD fiber is higher than the smaller one. Therefore, with high or low values, this parameter indicates a relevant contribute of the fiber size on the adsorption performances of the AD fibers in the specific pollutant.
Figure 6 compares the evolution of the ESSM and ESSS indices at an increasing pollutant viscosity. It is possible to evidence a monotonous trend, with a progressive growth of ESSM and ESSS values at increasing liquid viscosity. In particular, the index has a negative value in low viscosity pollutants. Afterwards, it progressively increases until a positive value is reached for liquids with a viscosity higher than about 0.2 Pa s. These results indicate that in low viscosity oil pollutants, the large-sized fibers have a higher sorption efficiency than the small-sized one. On the other hand, in high viscosity liquids, short AD fibers are more effective in sorption, showing higher adsorbent performances than long fibers. This behavior can be related to the Arundo donax fiber microstructure and the relative surface interaction with the liquid used as adsorbate. The presence of the structural porosity in the lumen and interconnected channels among the fibrils, as in the case of the AF-L batch, have a key role in the process. This morphology allows enhanced sorbent capabilities in low viscous liquids, where the mass flow into the porous fiber bulk is kinetically favored. Therefore, due to the low viscosity of the oil pollutant, a large amount of the internal channels can be imbibed, increasing the sorption efficiency of the natural fibers. In fact, the ESSS index is about −15% compared to ESSM, which is approximately one-third lower (ESSM ~−5%), confirming the larger effectiveness of large-sized fibers on pollutant uptake.

![Figure 6. Evolution of the effect sorbent size index at varying pollutant viscosity.](image)

On the other hand, for high pollutant viscosity, the mass diffusion toward the inner part of the fiber is significantly inhibited. The surface interaction can be considered as the main driving force in the sorption phenomenon. The AF-S batch, characterized by short-sized fiber with a subsequent large surface area, allows a higher sorption capacity than long-sized fiber batches. Considering that microchannel diffusion of pollutants is avoided in high viscous liquids, AF-L samples showed ineffective capabilities in these conditions. That occurs, as previously discussed, because of the low ability of large-sized fibers to host the adsorbed pollutant oil in their intrinsically interconnected porosity, limiting their sorption efficiency. In Figure 7, the high selectivity in the pump oil of AD fibers is shown. In Figure 7a, crude oil drops are poured into the water. Afterwards, the sorbent fibers, located in a plastic bag, are put into the contaminated beaker (Figure 7b). It is worth noting that after a few seconds, the sorbent material is dipped out and the crude oil drops clearly disappear (Figure 7c), remaining trapped in the adsorbent fibers (Figure 7d) and the water is cleaned up (Figure 7e).
According to [40], natural fibers are characterized by an acceptable sorption process of adsorbent materials. Surface asperities and local porosity are required to favor oil adsorption. Cui et al. [42] investigated adsorption phenomena on cattail fiber sorbents. They assessed from aqueous environments.

The natural surface roughness of green adsorbent materials is an added value for this kind of application. The morphology and microstructure of the natural fiber has a relevant role on the adsorption process of adsorbent materials. Surface asperities and local porosity are required to favor oil adsorption and trapping. The porosity size and distribution have key roles in the adsorption capacity of the sorbent material. Baker et al. [41] evidenced that the water selectivity of a membrane is related to the microstructure and chemistry of the material. Piperopoulos et al. [38], examining carbon nanotubes sponges for oil recovery applications, defined the sorption mechanism on porous structure in three main steps: (i) Oil molecules diffuse from bulk liquid and wet the sorbent; (ii) at the same time, physical (van der Waals forces between adsorbate molecules and the adsorbent surface) and/or chemical interactions take place, (iii) increasing the sorption time; liquid diffusion occurs with difficulty due to the limited hydrophilic or oleophilic (depending on the pollutant) active sites, not filling the internal micropores.

Analogously, Alaa El-Din et al. [35] ascribed the effective sorption performances of banana fibers to the irregular morphology and porous surface of the banana peels. The pores can promote the diffusion of oil toward the internal parts of the material more easily, thus favoring the sorption process. On the other hand, Abdelwahab et al. [40] indicated that the oil adsorption capacity of palm fibers waste can be described as a single mechanism due to the monolayer coverage of the pollutant around the natural fiber, indicating that these fibers as excellent biomaterials for the removal of oil from aqueous environments.

The natural surface roughness of green adsorbent materials is an added value for this kind of application. Cui et al. [42] investigated adsorption phenomena on cattail fiber sorbents. They assessed.

3.3. Morphological and Structural Aspects of Oil Spill AD Materials

The morphology and microstructure of the natural fiber has a relevant role on the adsorption process of adsorbent materials. Surface asperities and local porosity are required to favor oil adsorption and trapping. The porosity size and distribution have key roles in the adsorption capacity of the sorbent material. Baker et al. [41] evidenced that the water selectivity of a membrane is related to the microstructure and chemistry of the material. Piperopoulos et al. [38], examining carbon nanotubes sponges for oil recovery applications, defined the sorption mechanism on porous structure in three main steps: (i) Oil molecules diffuse from bulk liquid and wet the sorbent; (ii) at the same time, physical (van der Waals forces between adsorbate molecules and the adsorbent surface) and/or chemical interactions take place, (iii) increasing the sorption time; liquid diffusion occurs with difficulty due to the limited hydrophilic or oleophilic (depending on the pollutant) active sites, not filling the internal micropores.

Analogously, Alaa El-Din et al. [35] ascribed the effective sorption performances of banana fibers to the irregular morphology and porous surface of the banana peels. The pores can promote the diffusion of oil toward the internal parts of the material more easily, thus favoring the sorption process. On the other hand, Abdelwahab et al. [40] indicated that the oil adsorption capacity of palm fibers waste can be described as a single mechanism due to the monolayer coverage of the pollutant around the natural fiber, indicating that these fibers as excellent biomaterials for the removal of oil from aqueous environments.

The natural surface roughness of green adsorbent materials is an added value for this kind of application. Cui et al. [42] investigated adsorption phenomena on cattail fiber sorbents. They assessed.
that oil sorption evidenced by these natural fibers can be identified by combining different mechanisms, i.e., oil adsorption by interactions with waxes on the fiber surface and adsorption by physical trapping on the irregular fiber surface. Furthermore, the surface roughness and the open porous structure of the cattail fibers provide the high surface area able to guarantee suitable oil trapping.

Based on the previous remarks and on the supposed approaches, more competing adsorption stages could be recognized for *Arundo donax* sorption mechanism:

I Mass flow towards the fiber bulk (external mass transfer and film diffusion);

II Liquid diffusion toward the inner part (intraparticle diffusion).

For water adsorption, there is a further intermediate stage:

III Surface interaction on active sites and film diffusion.

Based on this scheme, evaluating the oil adsorption process in AF-L fibers, an intra-particle diffusion mechanism can be indicated as the rate limiting factor of the sorption process, and instead external mass transfer is generally rapid. So, in step 1, as represented in Figure 8, oil molecules diffuse from the bulk liquid and soak the AD sorbent. Subsequently, in step 2, oil diffusion into sorbent micropores takes place (Figure 8, step 2), increasing the oil sorption capacity of the AD fibers [42]. Instead, for the AF-S sample, the interconnection in the porous channels of the fibrils are almost absent. Therefore, the adsorption mechanism is carried out mainly by a single step (Figure 8, step 1) and saturation occurs more quickly (Table 3). In water, the first stage is fast, due to the superficial adsorption and the subsequent diffusion on the superficial pores. The intermediate stage is described by the water diffusion from the sorbent surface toward the fiber bulk and the surface interactions on the active sites.

![Figure 8. Sorption mechanism for AF-L and AF-S samples.](image)

These preliminary results evidenced good potential applicability of this type of green adsorbents in oil recovery application, indicating a suitable interaction with large common oil pollutants. Certainly, further research developments are required in order to better relate the adsorption performances with
the microstructure of the AD fiber. In addition, the assessment of the adsorption kinetic can represent a benefit in terms of an improved knowledge of the phenomenon to better discriminate the applicative value of these natural fibers.

In order to fill the gap compared to the other classes of materials currently in use for oil spill recovery, greater selectivity towards oils and absorption capacity are welcome, always preserving the environmental sustainability of the improved solutions. Therefore, the obtained results represent a stimulus aimed at enhancing this class of materials in unconventional application fields, such as oil spill recovery, allowing the use of a biodegradable, ecofriendly, and safe materials on this environmentally sensitive application.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the oil sorption capability of natural fibers extracted from the stem of the giant reed Arundo donax L. was assessed. Sorption tests were performed in several pollutants (e.g., kerosene, virgin naphtha, pump oil, and crude oil) and water as a reference. The fibers evidenced absorption capacities about five to six times their weight. Furthermore, depending on the fiber size, different sorption capabilities were observed at varying pollutant viscosity. Large-sized fibers evidenced higher sorption performances on low viscosity pollutants. On the other hand, the best sorption capacity in high viscosity liquids were evidenced in small-sized AD fibers. Eventually, the adsorption properties were related to the microstructure and morphology of Arundo donax fibers scheming the main sorption mechanisms that acts during the pollutant uptake.

Although the sorption performances are lower than other conventional green materials, their oil/water selectivity makes them a cost-effective and reliable solution to oil spillage. Even if these results are promising, further focused studies in order to improve the knowledge on performances–morphology relationship and on surface treatments are welcome and at the same time improving the kinetic oil sorption capabilities and to reduce the water interaction of the vegetable fiber surface is another relevant issue for future activities.
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